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vocabulary 

Choose the correct answer. 

1.A balanced diet, practicing sport and avoiding………………….  can help us live  healthy.   

    a. environment  b. addiction   c. attention   d. attention 

2.  Our ------------------- to think and speak makes us different from other animals.  
  a. ability b. activity  c. research  d. memory 
 
3. Everyone needs to have both -------------------- and physical health.  
  a. careful b. religious c. mental d. reasonable 
 
4. Spending a lot of time in a special place with your friends is named ………….  
   a. go out b. take out  c. put out  d. hang out 
 
5. The price of meats has increased in ………….. weeks. 
  a. yet  b. recent  c. strange  d. already 
 
6. ………… her age, she has been able to keep her active lifestyle. 
 a. although   b. besides   c. despite   d. around 
 
7. Most of the ancient languages have ----------- because they have no speakers. 
a. died out  b. gone out  c. given up  d. come in 
 
8. When people meet each other. They  ------------- their knowledge and  believe. 
a. contrast  b. exchange  c. range  d. imagine 
 
9. I can't find my keys anywhere . They've completely …………….. 
    a.quit  B. exchanged   b. disappeared d. unpacked 
 
10.  The doctor is listening to my grandfather`s …………….. 
   a. health      b. blood pressure c. heartbeat  d. measure 
11. One odd out based on affix 
       a. paper  b. scanner  c. runner d. speaker 
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12. Which of the following is grammatically wrong?  

     a. Send me a message when you arrive.  

     b. Some sugar are on the table.  

     c. The weather is so bad that we can’t go out  

     d. Walking in the morning is good for your health. 

 

13. Mike gave me a …………….. of bread and a ………… of milk. 

      a. bag / glass b. slice/ piece c. loaf/ bottle d. slice/ bag 

 
14. I have known him ………… January. He is a very generous man. 
       a. since  b. for   c. from  d. by 
 
15. I  ……………. English for 10 years, but I still have a lot to learn. 
     a. am studying  b. have studied  c. study d. studied 
 
16. Choose the sentence with the best order.  
       a. Time usually passes quickly during holidays. 
        b. Time passes usually quickly during holidays. 
        c. Time passes quickly during holidays usually.  
        d. during holidays usually time passes quickly. 
 
17. Have they …………… traveld to Madrid?  
       a. recent   b. yet  c. since  d. ever 
 
C. Cloze test 

 Read the passage and choose the best item. 

       Diet and exercise are two of the most important …. (18)… of healthy life style. There is an 

old saying that states, “You are what you eat.” It … (19)... that your health and appearance are 

greatly affected by what you eat. If you eat high calorie, fatty foods, then you may gain weight 

at one time or another. If, however, you eat … (20)… green vegetables and little fat, your 

chances of being fit are … (21)… better. 

 18. a addicts    b. factors      c. missions   d. drugs  

19. a. makes    b. risks       c. avoids   d. means  

20. a. little      b. few        c. a lot of   d. a lot  

21. a. much    b. many         c. a few   d. a lot of 
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E. READING Read the passage and answer the following questions. 

 What if you do not speak the language of the country you are visiting? First, try to learn a few 

words before you leave, like please, thank you, hello, good-bye. This will help you show the 

locals you are trying. A phrase book can help, but remember that you will not necessarily 

understand the answer you get.  

         Write down names of cities, the hotel you chose, and any attractions you are planning on 

visiting. If you have it written down, it helps to show a taxi driver or someone that you are 

asking for directions. 

       Remember that English is the international language of travel. Sometimes signs at tourist 

attractions are even written in both the local language and English. If you are traveling to 

popular tourist destinations, you will find locals who can speak a few basic words of English. But 

when you speak to them, remember to speak slowly and clearly (NOT louder) and use simple 

vocabulary. Knowing a few key words and phrases can help make yourself understood and 

understand others. Search for a travel phrase book for the country you are visiting. 

22. At tourist attractions ………….. .  

     a. you can understand people     b. signs are also written in English  

     c. local people speak louder   d. basic words don’t help you  

23. Which sentence is true according to the passage?  

      a. If you do not know a foreign language, you must not travel.  

      b. Local people never understand what tourists say.  

      c. When you speak to locals, you should speak loudly.  

      d. Knowing English is useful because it is the language of tourism.  

24. What is the meaning of local in third paragraph? 

       a. Who can speak a few basic words of English.  

      b. domestic or native language. 

      c. a and b  
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